ESL Student Tracking System Schedule

This is a preliminary schedule and will be adjusted after review, as infrequently as possible.

Week 1: Learn how the current system, and the SSCI 330 version of the system work

Week 2: “”

Week 3: Begin interviews w/ Mr. Piorior, begin developing system requirements

Week 4: Demonstration of database versions to Dr. Pankratz (bring him up to speed)
   Prioritize the requirements list. This will probably change a bit over time…
   Begin further analysis/redesign of the database model.

   UI Draft Design

   Project Proposal

Week 5: (Evaluation 1)
   Begin Developing Prototype
   Get a working system and add step by step:
   - View things
   - Add students
   - Edit students
   - grades

Week 6: (Continue Prototype Development)
   . UI
   . Database Design
   . Reports
   . Dialogs

Week 7: Finish Prototype for Walkthrough

   SPRING BREAK!!

   GOAL: completed prototype
   Use Spring Break as padding in case things don’t go well with
   The initial design of the prototype…

Week 8: (walkthroughs)
   Redesigns based upon feedback?
   Debugging

Week 9: (Evaluation 2)
   Goal: Debugged final(?) Prototype

Week 10: Final Prototype, final debugging
    Manual Writing/Help Files

Week 11: Manual Writing/Help Files

Week 12: Convert Database (possibly over prior weekend, to minimize impact on client..?)
   Deployment and Client Training

Week 13: (Demos & Presentations)
   Deployment and Client Training

Week 14: (Final Project Defense)

Week 15: Web Site Complete
    Binder & CD Due
    Final Exam

Graduation, May 16!!